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Biopolymer Photonics: From Nature to Nanotechnology
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Bodo D. Wilts, and Andrea Dodero*

Biopolymers offer vast potential for renewable and sustainable devices. While
nature mastered the use of biopolymers to create highly complex 3D
structures and optimized their photonic response, artificially created
structures still lack nature’s diversity. To bridge this gap between natural and
engineered biophotonic structures, fundamental questions such as the
natural formation process and the interplay of structural order and disorder
must be answered. Herein, biological photonic structures and their
characterization techniques are reviewed, focusing on those structures not yet
artificially manufactured. Then, employed and potential nanofabrication
strategies for biomimetic, bio-templated, and artificially created biopolymeric
photonic structures are discussed. The discussion is extended to responsive
biopolymer photonic structures and hybrid structures. Last, future
fundamental physics, chemistry, and nanotechnology challenges related to
biopolymer photonics are foreseen.

1. Introduction

Biopolymers are polymers produced from natural sources. They
are chemically synthesized from biological material or entirely
biosynthesized by living organisms.[1] The three major classes of
biopolymers are polynucleotides (e.g., DNA and RNA), polypep-
tides (e.g., silk, collagen, and keratin), and polysaccharides (e.g.,
cellulose, chitin/chitosan, and alginate).[2] The field of biopho-
tonics investigates coloration that stems from natural photonic
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structures found in arthropods, birds, fish,
and other animals and plants. Existing
reviews on biopolymer photonics discuss
established biophotonic structures and
their working principles in general, differ-
ent fabrication techniques and emphasize
applications ranging from bio-medical
sensing to energy harvesting and wearable
devices.[3–8] This perspective article focuses
on open fundamental questions and poten-
tial development directions in biopolymer
photonics, such as switchable and dynamic
structures, synthetic biopolymer-based
pigments, bio-templating, and disor-
dered photonics.

Before presenting the different natural
and synthetic biopolymeric photonic crys-
tal structures, we discuss the advantages
of using biopolymers compared to other

materials for photonic applications. At first glance, they do not
appear to be very appealing due to their relatively low refrac-
tive indices n ≈ 1.5, making them unsuitable for several critical
applications, including the achievement of a complete photonic
band gap,[9] dielectric metasurface engineering,[10] and topologi-
cal photonic state generation.[11]

Polynucleotide guanine, a common component in inverte-
brate reflectors, is one of the very few biological materials
with a relatively high refractive index of 1.83,[7] but still much
lower than some inorganic materials, such as titania and chalco-
genide glasses (n ≈ 2.5) or semiconductors (n > 3). However,
biopolymers have other interesting properties, the most im-
portant of which are their renewability, biocompatibility, and
biodegradability. Additional exciting properties of biopolymers
are their low density, mechanical flexibility, low cost, strong ad-
hesion to inorganic solids, response to external stimuli, self-
healing, and tailored wetting of surfaces.[5] Some biopolymers
have anti-bacterial, antimicrobial, anticancer, and anticoagulant
properties.[12]

All these aspects make biopolymers especially interesting and
superior to other photonic materials in food-grade colors, cos-
metics, and biomedical applications. Another potential applica-
tion field is disposable photonic devices since they can be easily
composted if they are mistakenly disposed of or lost. Biopolymer
biodegradability is both their greatest strength and their most
significant disadvantage. Therefore, carbonization has, for ex-
ample, been applied to improve structural lifetime and increase
the refractive index contrast.[2] To manufacture biopolymers into
structurally colored materials, a critical consideration is to main-
tain their inherent molecular structure. Consequently, natural
polymers’ purification and modification processes are generally
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milder than those used for most inorganic materials or syn-
thetic polymers. For example, mechanical treatments, including
ball-milling, high-pressure grinding, high-intensity ultrasonica-
tion, and enzymatic and acid hydrolysis, are typical processing
methods with acceptable degrees of impact on the internal struc-
ture of biopolymers.[13]

This paper comprises five sections:

• Section 2: Overview of natural structures that are not yet ac-
cessible with the current nanofabrication techniques and the
characterization of these structures.

• Section 3: Overview of synthetic photonic structures from
biopolymers based on interference and incoherent light scat-
tering.

• Section 4: Discussion of switchable or tunable mechanisms
employed in biopolymer photonics for advanced optical appli-
cations

• Section 5: Discussion of hybrid biopolymer photonic struc-
tures

• Section 6: Extended outline of the future challenges we antici-
pate in the field of biopolymer photonics

2. Nature’s Nanofabrication: Biophotonic Crystals
with Different Periodicities

As light is an important stimulus in nature, evolution has
brought forward the widest variety of natural photonic structures
in many animals and plants—both on land and underwater.[14–16]

Biophotonic structures create specialized optical signals that can
be processed by the often also complex visual system of the re-
ceiver and be used as warning signs, aid in camouflage, or al-
low thermoregulation.[17] Mechanisms to manipulate light have
evolved in many families of life, inspired novel applications,[18,19]

and the most intriguing nanostructures—that are all grown at
room temperature and normal pressure[20,21] – are presented be-
low.

2.1. The Variety of Natural Photonic Structures

Natural photonic structures exhibit a wide range of optical prop-
erties, from iridescent and non-specular coloration to brilliant
black and white and strong circular dichroism.[14,18,19,30–35] They
have evolved in various species for different purposes, such as
camouflage, communication, and attraction.[17,19] These struc-
tures manipulate light through different optical mechanisms,
such as interference, diffraction, and scattering, or a combi-
nation of these, resulting in vibrant colors and unique opti-
cal effects.[16,36,37] The complexity of natural photonic structures
varies across species (Figure 1), with some designs being more
intricate and complex (i.e., in structure, chemical composition,
etc.) than others. While ranking these structures based on com-
plexity can be challenging, we provide a general order and dis-
cuss several specific examples. A detailed overview of the optical
mechanisms present in nature can be found in a recent review.[7]

2.1.1. 1D and 2D Photonic Structures

The simplest type of natural photonic structures are thin films,
typically consisting of a single layer of material, ≈100 nm in thick-

ness (Figure 1A).[38] These structures produce colors through the
interference of light reflected from the top and bottom surfaces of
the film. Soap bubbles are one example of thin film interference,
producing a spectral color variation due to the varying thickness
of the soap film. In nature, thin films are frequently seen in the
wings of insects, such as certain dragonflies and damselflies, and
in the wing scales of butterflies.[38–41]

Stacking alternating layers of thin films with different re-
fractive indices results in multilayered photonic structures
(Figure 1B). Multilayers are more complex than thin films and
can reflect more saturated colors, reaching reflectivities of up to
100%. A helicoidal stacking of crystalline chitin results in a chiral
optical response.[34,35] The thickness of these layers is typically on
the order of one hundred nanometers. Thin films and multilayer
structures produce colors and optical effects through the interfer-
ence of light reflected from the multiple interfaces between the
layers. Multilayers are found in the wing scales of butterflies, the
elytra of beetles, and the barbules of bird feathers, to name a few
examples.[42–46]

2D photonic structures, that is, those with a periodically vary-
ing refractive index in two directions, extended into the third
dimension (Figure 1C) are rare. Examples of 2D structures ob-
served in nature include the hairs of polychaete worms[25] and
peacock feathers barbs.[47] However, the latter has been shown to
be optically well described as an effective 1D multilayer structure
due to disorder.[48]

2.1.2. 3D Photonic Crystals

3D photonic structures showcase a remarkable diversity in
their organization and optical properties. These structures are
characterized by their periodic or quasi-periodic arrangements
of nanostructures in all three spatial dimensions. They ma-
nipulate light in various ways, producing optical properties
with high reflectivity, strong iridescence, and unique polariza-
tion responses.[49,50] The complexity of 3D photonic structures
can range from highly ordered gyroid (Figure 1D), diamond
(Figure 1E), and I-WP structures (Figure 1F) to less ordered,
amorphous, and fully random structures.

The gyroid (Figure 1D) is a triply periodic minimal surface that
separates 3D space into two interconnected network-like chan-
nels. The corresponding network is the srs net [51] with chiral cu-
bic I4132 (space group no. 214) symmetry,[52] dual to its enan-
tiomer, with both coordination number and genus of 3. This
structure has been found in the scales of mostly lycaenid and
papilionid butterflies, such as the Green Hairstreak (Callophrys
rubi)[35,53–55] and the Green Cattleheart Parides sesostris.[56,57] Here,
the polycrystalline gyroid produces angle-independent, vibrant
green colors.

Diamond structures (Figure 1E), characterized by a face-
centered cubic arrangement resembling a dia network,[51] have
been observed in the scales of weevils, for example, Entimus
imperialis.[58,59] The self-dual diamond net is of Fd3̄m (space
group no. 227) symmetry, with a coordination number of 4 and
a genus of 3. The polycrystalline diamond in E. imperialis scales
create a brilliant green coloration that is angle-independent by
mixing differently oriented domains.[59]
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Figure 1. Diversity of natural photonic structures. A–C) show 1D- and 2D-structures, D–F) show the diversity of 3D photonic structures. A) Thin film
reflectors occur in the wing scales of micromoths. Reproduced with permission.[22] Copyright 2019, the Royal Society. Note that the ridges are too
far apart to influence the thin-film properties. B) Multilayer reflectors frequently occur, here shown in the elytral casing of the Japanese Jewel beetle,
Chrysochroa fulgidissima. Reproduced with permission.[23] Copyright 2013, Institute of Physics. Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright 2011, The
Royal Society. C) 2D photonic structures occur remarkably rarely; one example is the setae of the bristle worm, Pherusa. Photograph reproduced under
the term of CC-BY-NC 4.0 license, Katrine Kongshavn/Universitetet Bergen; TEM images reproduced with permission.[25] Copyright 2009, American
Physical Society. D) Gyroid photonic crystals occur in papilionid and lycaenid butterfly wing scales, here shown from Thecla opisena. Reproduced with
permission under the term of CC-BY license.[26]] Copyright 2017, The Authors, published by American Association for the Advancement of Science. E)
Diamond photonic crystals occur in the weevil wing scales, here shown from Pachyrhynchys weevils. Photograph of Marco Uliana, SEM reproduced with
permission.[27] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH GmbH. F) Recently, I-WP-based photonic crystals have been observed in the scales of longhorn beetle scales.
Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2021, the Royal Society. Illustrations were generated with SideFX Houdini.[29] Scale bars: (A–C) and (F) 1 μm;
(D) and (E) 2 μm.

I-WP structures (Figure 1F), with Im3̄m (space group no. 229)
symmetry and a genus of 4, are an example of more complex
triply periodic surfaces. It separates space into the 4-connected
nbo network and its dual, the 8-connected bcu net.[51] An ordered
polycrystalline I-WP structure has recently been observed in the
scales of the longhorn beetle Sternotomis callais,[28] that shows
strongly polarized reflections.[60]

2.1.3. Disordered Photonic Structures

An amorphous I-WP structure has recently been described in the
longhorn beetle Sternotomis virescens, producing non-iridescent
green and blue colors.[61] In general, disorder plays an important
role in photonic structures. Amorphous photonic structures fea-
ture short-range order but lack long-range ordering.[62–66] These

structures can produce unique optical effects due to their irreg-
ularity, such as angle-independent light scattering as they ap-
proach a nearly spherical Brillouin zone. For instance, amor-
phous geometries are responsible for the non-iridescent blue col-
oration observed in several bird or beetle species.[61,67–69] In these
cases, the color is generated by the scattering of light within amor-
phous networks, for example, in the form of a porous keratin
matrix found in feather barbs or amorphous networks in beetles
based on their ordered counterparts presented above.

Full randomness results in whiteness, as observed in many
beetles and birds. Here the lack of any long-range and short-
range order scatters light of all visible wavelengths resulting in
angle-independent whiteness.[30] Brilliant whiteness with high
reflectivity is crucial for plants—such as the edelweiss[70]—and
animals,[30,36,71] and also has many technological applications,
such as thin paper, sunscreen, and thermal regulation.[36,72,73]
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2.2. Theory of Light Propagation in Amorphous Photonic
Structures

Despite the diversity of disordered morphologies found in na-
ture and their peculiar optical response, the structure—photonic
function relationship is much less well understood than in or-
dered photonic crystals. We here give an overview of complemen-
tary theoretical tools developed over the past decade to help gain
a better understanding.

The study and characterization of ordered photonic structures
gained momentum more than 30 years ago, following two semi-
nal papers in the same volume of “Physical Review Letters.” The
first letter theorizes that photonic Anderson localization[74] can
be found in photonic lattices with controlled disorder. This mech-
anism traps photons in the bulk of the material without the need
for a cavity, or in other words, it completely freezes light that nor-
mally propagates with a speed of 3× 108 ms−1 in space. The other
paper predicts completely suppressed spontaneous emission in
periodic dielectric structures.[75] The emission dynamics of an
optically active medium are governed by an intricate interplay
between spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. In the
limit of low intensities it is dominated by the former, leading to
photoluminescence;[76] the high-intensity dynamics, on the other
hand, are governed by stimulated emission, giving rise to col-
lective behavior such as lasing and superluminescence.[77,78] The
complete suppression of spontaneous emission naturally shifts
the balance toward the collective regime.

The bulk behavior of light within nano-structured dielectric
materials is therefore extremely interesting from a fundamental
scientific perspective. On the other hand, structural color in nat-
ural organisms and technology is based on the scattering of light
at a finite photonic structure. The main physical mechanisms of
light scattering from a periodic photonic structure are due to a)
grating physics and b) a Bragg-like interference along the propa-
gation direction. Lord Rayleigh has already phenomenologically
described both mechanisms more than 130 years ago.[79,80] In
modern terms, scattering is understood through the coupling of
vacuum radiation to self-consistent modal solutions in the pho-
tonic crystal’s bulk, thereby providing a link between bulk theory
and classical optical observables.[9] The bulk modes are character-
ized in terms of a band structure using Bloch’s theorem, or more
precisely, in terms of the complex band structure of a terminated
bulk through general Floquet theory.[81] While extremely useful
to understand photonic band gaps and light scattering at perfectly
periodic structures, the photonic band structure is fundamentally
based on a group theoretical characterization with respect to the
translation symmetry and can, therefore, not be directly applied
to aperiodic geometries. A generalization of the photonic band
structure to quasi-crystals already requires advanced mathemati-
cal tools,[82] or a projection from a higher dimension.[83]

Several alternative approaches have been developed to un-
derstand amorphous and random photonic media. Before dis-
cussing the different theoretical descriptions in detail, we briefly
summarize the classification of amorphous photonic media. In a
lossless dielectric structure, the photonic geometry is described
by a varying dielectric constant, or in other words, a function that
maps 3D Euclidean space to the positive real axis. In practice,
this is often a binarized structure made of intrinsically homoge-
neous media, so a superposition of indicator functions describes

the permittivity. In any case, it is reasonable to subtract the vac-
uum (or low index background) permittivity and subsequently
normalize the permittivity function for a finite sub-domain so
that it is formally equivalent to a continuous probability distri-
bution, which can be defined in a limiting sense for the infinite
geometry. This distribution is either characterized by statistical
moments or enumerated through correlation functions. In fact,
for point patterns, fundamental insight can be gained by only
looking at the two fundamental non-trivial contributions: a) the
variance (that is, the second-order moment), and b) the direct
correlation function (related to the second-order correlation or
pair correlation function).[84] Amorphous and random photonic
structures typically have an isotropic character, so the pair corre-
lation reduces to a 1D function of the distance.[66] For amorphous
structures, the pair correlation typically shows an oscillating be-
havior (short-range order) that dies off for large distances, while
entirely random systems do not exhibit these oscillations. Instead
of the pair correlation function, looking at the structure factor, the
normalized intensity of its Fourier transform, is often helpful. A
complete lack of Fourier components below a certain threshold
wave number in the structure factor immediately reveals a so-
called stealthy hyperuniform system,[85] which has been associ-
ated with the existence of a photonic bandgap.[86]

Theoretical approaches to understanding the photonic re-
sponse of an amorphous structure can be broadly grouped into
three classes, which are summarized in the following:

• Supercell calculations and Fourier transform methods: an at-
tempt to save the band structure.
In a so-called supercell geometry, an amorphous crystal is con-
structed so that it obeys periodic boundary conditions in a the-
oretical domain (typically a cube in 3D) that is much bigger
than the typical structural and wavelength scales. A conver-
gence analysis with increasing domain size then guarantees
that the supercell approximation covers the physical properties
of the theoretically infinite domain. As the Bloch wave vector
loses its meaning in this context, the photonic density of states
in the bulk material is the remaining figure of merit. Super-
cell calculations can thus efficiently identify bandgaps in ge-
ometries constructed through a statistical model[86,87] or crys-
tallographic structure perturbations.[88,89] Despite the numer-
ical challenges in 3D due to the separation of length scales,
supercell calculations have been successfully employed using
the finite-difference time-domain method[89] and a plane wave
expansion.[88] While an amorphous photonic structure has no
spatial symmetries by definition, a quasi-dispersion can still
be constructed through a phase delay analysis[90] and a spa-
tiotemporal Fourier transform, that is a spectral function of the
field intensity has been applied for acoustic metamaterials.[91]

In supercell terms, the dominant Bragg orders of the Bloch
modes could deconvolve the band structure into a similar
quasi-dispersion, where sharp bands are replaced by a mode
intensity field in the wave vector and frequency space.

• Field averaging and photon transport: a statistical approach.
Amorphous structures, despite lacking exact symmetries, of-
ten exhibit homogeneous and isotropic characteristics in a
course-graining picture.[62] This is particularly true for stealthy
hyperuniform structures and motivates a spatial averaging
over Maxwell’s equations. This naturally leads to a non-local
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effective electromagnetic response and a transport equa-
tion with a statistical scattering and transport mean free path
length. Informally speaking, photon packets diffuse through
and randomly scatter in the amorphous medium. This view-
point can be traced back all the way to Lord Rayleigh,[92]

and seems best suited to understand, for example, random
lasing.[93] Recent quantitative predictions on the transmis-
sion through a finite slab of amorphous material have been
obtained in the form of an analytical expression with fit
parameters[94] and a Monte Carlo simulation of multiple scat-
tering events.[95]

• Quasi-normal mode theory: from resonator physics to com-
plex media.
The photonic band structure provides a complete set of self-
consistent solutions to Maxwell’s equations in a periodic struc-
ture, that is in the infinitely extended medium. The basis so-
lutions for confined geometric objects, such as, for example,
a plasmonic nanoparticle, are instead best represented by lo-
calized self-consistent solutions. In wave-like systems such as
Maxwell’s equations, where no real localization is possible,
this translates into Sommerfeld boundary conditions. As the
modal solutions to this problem are not energy preserving
even for lossless structures, as energy can dissipate to infin-
ity, the associated frequency eigenvalues are not real-valued.
As for any resonating system, the mode’s lifetime is deter-
mined by the quality factor, the quotient of the frequency’s
imaginary and real parts. As such, modes are not normal to
each other in an inner product sense and are therefore referred
to as quasi-normal modes.[96,97] It has been shown that any
solution to Maxwell’s equations in the presence of a source,
that is those typically considered in finite difference time do-
main simulations and experimentally observable, can be repre-
sented by quasi-normal modes.[98] In practice, only modes suf-
ficiently close in frequency to the exciting source are relevant.
On the other hand, the frequency spacing between modes and
thus the number of modes that need to be considered scales
with the structural size compared to the wavelength of interest.
For amorphous media, this implies that a dense set of quasi-
normal modes is found in the limit of the infinite structure.
The theory is still useful as it reveals high and low quality fac-
tor regions in frequency, that is those frequencies at which so-
lutions with a sufficiently long lifetime exist that can transport
energy through the structure on the one hand and bandgap
regions on the other.

2.3. Characterization of Natural Photonic Structures

This subsection briefly presents various methods used to char-
acterize natural photonic structures (for in-detail review articles
on physical methods, see refs. [ [99,100]]). Understanding these
structures’ optical and structural properties is crucial to study-
ing their functions and developing new applications, which are
discussed below.

The following techniques are commonly used to characterize
natural photonic structures:

• Optical properties: Light microscopy uses visible light to ob-
serve the biological samples’ surface morphology and optical

properties. Bright, dark, and fluorescence microscopy tech-
niques can reveal different aspects of the sample. Polariza-
tion sensitivity and birefringence can be measured by insert-
ing polarizers into the detection and/or illumination pathways.
Recent advances in super-resolution imaging[101] and speckle-
based techniques[102] allowed to increase the resolution and
time dependence of optical microscopes.
Spectroscopy measures the wavelength-resolved interaction
between light and matter to obtain information about the
sample’s optical properties. Spectroscopy can determine the
(angle- and polarization-dependent) spectral reflectance, trans-
mittance, and light absorbance. On the macroscale, inte-
grating spheres or bifurcated optical probes are used for
microspectrophotometry, where a microscope is coupled to
a spectrometer. Spectroscopy gives information on whether
structural and/or pigmentary coloration is present and can
support a structural characterization through comparison with
optical modeling encompassing wavelengths from the UV to
the near-infrared.

• Structural properties: In natural structures, both surface and
internal morphologies are most commonly imaged with elec-
trons. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) are typically employed to visual-
ize the ultrastructure of natural photonic structures at high
magnification. These techniques are useful for studying the
nanoscale features of the samples and extracting their mor-
phology and ultrastructure by inferring the sizes, shapes, and
arrangements of local elements. Recent advances in FIB-SEM
tomography and X-ray ptychography have allowed us to ob-
tain full 3D datasets of several structures.[26,61,66,103] Sample
surfaces can be resolved with nanometer-precision using scan-
ning probe microscopy techniques, including atomic force mi-
croscopy.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques allow for
obtaining structural information from various biophotonic
samples.[56,104,105] By indexing the observed SAXS peaks, it
is possible to assign the underlying space groups, while an-
alyzing peak widths allows the quantification of structural
correlations, differentiating ordered, quasi-ordered, and dis-
ordered structures. However, in the absence of long-range or-
der, morphological assignment based solely on SAXS can be-
come ambiguous due to broad and sometimes overlapping
SAXS peaks.[61] Furthermore, the relatively large sample vol-
ume in SAXS experiments, which ensures a statistically mean-
ingful analysis, exacerbates this problem and makes infor-
mation about local arrangements inaccessible. Therefore, the
integration of complementary real-space imaging techniques
such as SEM, TEM, and FIB-SEM is essential for a more com-
prehensive understanding of the structure of natural samples.

• Material properties: By analyzing the absorbance of a mate-
rial, indications as to whether absorbing pigments are present
in the material can be observed. For a full characterization
of the chemical composition, vibrational spectroscopy, such
as Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Ra-
man spectroscopy, can be used to determine the molecular
composition and bonding of photonic materials.[106] Jamin–
Lebedeff interference microscopy or other phase-shift deter-
mining methods can be used to determine the refractive
index.[107–109]
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Each characterization technique has advantages and
limitations,[99,100] and a combination of several methods are
usually needed to understand the structure-function relation-
ship of natural photonic structures comprehensively. Notably,
optical modeling approaches are essential tools within this con-
text. Optical modeling approaches simulate the optical response
of biological photonic structures. These approaches involve
mathematical models and computational tools to predict the
interaction between light and the photonic structure. The “best”
method depends on the structural complexity of the investigated
sample. Commonly used approaches include the following
methods.

1. Transfer matrix methods (TMM): This approach calculates
the reflection, transmission, absorption coefficients, and pho-
tonic band structure. Although a transfer or scattering ma-
trix formalism has been employed to model Morpho rhetenor’s
Christmas tree ridge structure,[110] chiral lamellar grating
structures,[111] and, in combination with a plane wave ex-
pansion, 3D morphologies,[112–114] the transfer matrix ap-
proach is most efficient for homogeneous layers. For these,
this approach solves the wave equation in each layer analyti-
cally and uses a matrix formalism to calculate the structure’s
overall transmission and reflection properties. It is an excel-
lent approach to predicting the properties of stratified me-
dia, that is, thin films and multilayer materials in natural
structures.[24,38,48]

2. Plane wave expansion (PWE): The plane wave expansion is
highly efficient in calculating the photonic band structure of
periodic photonic crystals with moderate refractive index con-
trast. It expresses the electric or magnetic fields within the
unit cell in Maxwell’s wave equation through their Fourier se-
ries components.[9,115]

3. Finite element method (FEM): The FEM is a numerical
method for solving partial (spatial) differential equations. It
is commonly used to model the behavior of light in photonic
structures in the frequency domain by the (simplex) mesh-
ing of a given geometry and expressing electromagnetic fields
in a polynomial approximation in each simplex. It is a versa-
tile tool for modeling structures with complex refractive in-
dices and complex, smooth interfaces. FEM simulations can
produce both scattering amplitudes and photonic band struc-
tures. A boundary element method, on the other hand, can be
more efficient for geometries with a binary refractive index.
It analytically solves (inverts) the equation within each region
of constant refractive index and discretizes the fields on the
meshed interface between these domains only.

4. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method: This ap-
proach is a numerical method used to solve Maxwell’s equa-
tions for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in an
arbitrary photonic structure. It discretizes Maxwell’s equa-
tions through spatiotemporal finite differences (on a rectan-
gular grid) and integrates them in time. It can directly simu-
late an idealized experiment and generate both experimental
observables and optical near-fields to help obtain physical in-
sights. It is particularly beneficial for modeling the broadband
response of structures with complex geometries and materials
with dispersive properties. FDTD has been widely used across
the biophotonic community (for a review, see ref. [116]).

5. Ray tracing approaches: This method is based on the geomet-
rical optics approximation and involves tracing the paths of
light rays through the overall photonic structure. It is a highly
efficient and intuitive tool for modeling light propagation in
large structures (several μm for visible light) with simple ge-
ometries and (more or less) uniform refractive indices.[117] A
related algorithm working with trajectories is valid beyond the
geometrical optics regime considering multiple wave scatter-
ing of photon packets[118] and is particularly useful for disor-
dered photonic media.

The combination of these modeling approaches with the afore-
mentioned experimental techniques, enables a better under-
standing of the underlying physical mechanisms of photonic
structures (see next section) and allow, for example, developing
new materials with novel optical properties in silico, or the study
of biological formation processes.[102]

3. Nanofabrication – State-of-the-Art and Emerging
Techniques for Replicating Natural Structures

Driven by the fascination of natural photonic structures and how
they are optimized by millions of years of evolution, several dif-
ferent techniques have been developed to mimic these struc-
tures, use them as templates, and create them artificially from
biopolymers, as summarized in Figure 2. This section provides
an overview of the different approaches and indicates which nat-
ural structures remain to be replicated (Sections 3.1–3.3). We fur-
ther discuss the emerging potential of responsive photonic struc-
tures based on biopolymers (Section 4) and hybrid biopolymer
structures, and incorporating plasmonic components or active
components such as quantum dots or dies (Section 5).

3.1. Biomimetic Fabrication from Non-Biopolymeric Materials

Current nanofabrication techniques, such as photolithography,
electron beam lithography, focused ion beam milling, nanoim-
print lithography, and 3D printing, have significantly facilitated
advancements in nanotechnology. However, these methods must
be revised when replicating the complex natural structures often
found in biological systems. This section focuses on structures
fabricated from a natural example in a non-biopolymeric mate-
rial and only mentions the nanofabrication processes relevant to
photonic crystals (for a detailed review of these techniques, see
ref. [4]).

3.1.1. 1D Photonic Crystals (Bragg-Reflectors/Multilayers)

1D photonic crystals (Bragg-reflectors/multilayers) inspired by
Morpho butterfly wings have been demonstrated on flexible sub-
strates by consecutive sputter deposition of TiO2 and SiO2.[125]

A recent example is the MorphoColor concept for colored photo-
voltaic modules based on a multilayer stack of SiN and TiO2.[126]

Sputtering is a low-cost technique that can be employed on
large lateral scales. The example of the MorphoColor modules
shows that the methodology for 1D bio-inspired photonic crys-
tals is already market-mature. Another approach to achieve mul-
tilayers is the consecutive spin-coating of thin films of different
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Figure 2. Overview of the main fabrication routines to obtain synthetic photonic structures from biopolymers. “BIO” indicates which part of the fab-
rication is of biological origin, from a geometrical blueprint over the structural assembly or template to the optically relevant final structure and its
constituent materials. Biomimetic photonics (Section 3.1) copies a biological photonic structure to create a bio-inspired optical response. For example,
the chiral gyroid morphology that produces the color of the green hairstreak’s wings (top left photograph). Reproduced with permission.[119] Copyright
2014, Elsevier. It has been additively manufactured to design a near-infrared circular polarization beamsplitter (top right SEM image). Reproduced with
permission.[120] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. Bio-templating (Section 3.2) uses a) biopolymer structures as a mold to produce inorganic replicas or
b) exploits the biological assembly of inorganic photonic structures. Examples are: a) the replication of the green hairstreak structure (center left optical
micrograph) into a high index titania photonic crystal (center middle micrograph) Both reproduced with permission.[121] Copyright 2011, Royal Society
of Chemistry. The use of diatoms to manufacture 2D photonic crystal slilica slabs (center right SEM image). Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY
license.[122] Copyright 2020, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. Last, artificial biopolymeric structures (Section 3.3) are synthetic tailored
photonic structures made of biopolymers. For example, inspired by the Pollia fruit, (reproduced with permission.[123] Copyright 2021, National Academy
of Science), a flexible chiral Bouligand structure was assembled from cellulose nanocrystals (bottom left SEM image). It shows a strong left-circularly
polarized reflection (bottom middle micrograph) and a weak right-circularly polarized reflection (bottom right micrograph). All reproduced under the
terms of the CC-BY license.[124] Copyright 2016, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH.

dielectrics.[127] The third technique that can be employed is layer-
by-layer self-assembly.[128] This technique is especially suited for
fabricating thin films composed of biopolymers.

3.1.2. 2D Photonic Crystal Slabs

can be fabricated by several lithography techniques, for ex-
ample, photolithography, holographic lithography, and electron
beam lithography, as well as focused ion beam (FIB) milling
and nanoimprint lithography. These techniques cover the range
from high-quality small unit cell sizes (e-beam lithography, FIB
milling) to large scales (nanoimprint lithography) both on rigid
and flexible substrates.[129] We highlight one study as an exam-
ple of a genuinely bio-inspired 2D photonic crystal. A switchable
morphable concavity array was demonstrated, inspired by the Pa-
pilio palinurus butterfly. It consisted of a 2D photonic crystal made
from polystyrene nanoparticles on a flexible membrane. Multi-
channel microfluidic micro-concavities actuate the membrane,
and a color change arises from the different curvature within the
micro-concavities.[130]

3.1.3. 3D Photonic Crystals

are particularly challenging to fabricate. For the visible wave-
length range, a versatile nanofabrication routine is still elusive

due to the unit cell sizes on the order of a few hundred nm, re-
quiring a structural resolution on the order of 10 nm. In cur-
rent nanofabrication, the most prominent 3D photonic crys-
tal structure is the inverse opal that has been achieved by the
self-assembly of silica or polystyrene beads followed by infil-
tration of the target material.[131] Two examples are a 3D–2D–
3D stack inspired by Parides sesostris butterfly[132] and an opti-
cally tunable 3D polystyrene inverse opal with an amino acid
functionalization.[133]

As mentioned in Section 2.1, optically interesting network-like
topologies have yet to be routinely achieved with current nanofab-
rication methods for optical responses in the visible wavelength
range.[134] These include the gyroid, the diamond, and I-WP ar-
rangements. The gyroid topology, for example, can be routinely
generated by the self-assembly of block copolymers.[135,136] By
controlling the molar mass of the block copolymer, the unit cell
size of the gyroid can be tuned. In this way, recent experiments
achieved gyroid unit cells up to 300 nm.[137] However, the high
melt viscosity of block copolymers with high molar masses poses
a fabrication challenge because of their slow annealing kinet-
ics. Efficient annealing can be achieved using solvent vapor, al-
though it can introduce significant lattice distortions to the final
structure.[138] Whether this approach can be extended from the
UV to the visible range to generate 3D photonic crystals with the
desired optical response remains to be seen. Alternatively, bot-
tlebrush block copolymers hold promise for self-assembly into
photonic crystals. Unlike their linear counterparts, bottlebrush
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block copolymers have densely packed side chains attached to
the polymer backbone, which enhances the ordering kinetics
and allows for larger periodicities due to reduced chain entan-
glement. Recent simulations have explored the phase space of
bottlebrush triblock terpolymers, predicting the formation of self-
assembled gyroids with a complete photonic bandgap.[139] Exper-
iments with such bottlebrush triblock terpolymers recently con-
firmed the self-assembly of gyroids with periodicities limited to
≈50 nm.[140] However, compared to linear block copolymers, the
observed stronger scaling relationship between the periodicity
and molar mass holds promise for the development of photonic
crystals, suggesting that the achieved periodicity can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by further increasing the molar mass.

In addition to these bottom-up self-assembly approaches, top-
down approaches such as 3D nano printing with two-step ab-
sorption are explored to fabricate 3D photonic crystals with com-
plex topologies and many unit cells in the direction of light
propagation. The spatial resolution can be lowered below the
diffraction limit by combining two-step absorption and stimu-
lated emission depletion (STED) microscopy to reach tens of
nanometers.[141]

Bio-inspired approaches offer a promising avenue for cre-
ating photonic structures with unique optical properties.
These approaches can leverage biological systems’ self-assembly
and self-organization capabilities and mimic the designs
found in organisms to develop new materials for various
applications.

3.2. Bio-Templating for Photonics

Bio-templating can be divided into two major fields. In the
first field, biological substrates (e.g., diatoms, butterfly wing
scales, viruses) with interesting topological characteristics and
nanoscale structures are replicated into metals or dielectrics.[142]

In the second field, a natural biological system is employed to
guide the nucleation of inorganic structures, promoting pattern
formation.[143] Relevant approaches from the first field for appli-
cations in photonics are presented below.

For example, biological 2D photonic crystal templates from
the Battus philenor butterfly have been filled by the conformal-
evaporated-film-by-rotation (CEFR) technique with chalcogenide
glasses at room temperature.[144] Another strategy comprises cre-
ating inorganic replicas of butterfly wings or peptide assemblies
using atomic layer deposition. Replicas have been produced in
alumina (Morpho peleides, lamellae),[145] titania (peptide assem-
bly, Papilio blumei butterfly microconcavities),[146,147] and zinc ox-
ide (Morpho sulkowskyi, Christmas-tree structure).[148]

The most significant bio-templated structures, including 3D
diamond and gyroid structures, have been fabricated by sol–
gel chemistry. The scales of butterflies, beetles, or weevils have
been immersed into the sol-gel precursors followed by high-
temperature annealing, such that the biological template decom-
poses. With this technique, titania photoanodes (Papilio paris
shallow concavities and Thaumantis diores cross-ribbing struc-
ture) have been demonstrated.[149] Zinc oxide cathodolumines-
cent materials (Papilio paris, shallow concavities structure)[150]

have also been fabricated in this way. In three dimensions, silica
diamond-like structures have been manufactured from longhorn

beetles Glenea celia and Anoplophora elegans, and weevils Eupho-
lus schoenherri, Eudiagogus pulcher, Pachyrhynchus moniliferus,[151]

as well as gyroid structures in titania and silica from Callophrys
rubi (gyroid).[121]

Fabricating metal oxide photonic crystals by bio-templating
possesses many different material possibilities.[152] However, the
replication processes have focused on creating photonic crystal
structures with higher refractive indices. Other ideas could be
replicating the biophotonic crystals with metals to create plas-
monic crystals and using multiferroic and nonlinear sol-gel ap-
proaches to create nonlinear photonic crystals. The main chal-
lenges comprise the shrinkage of the lattice constants upon an-
nealing and high-quality reproduction. Replicating bio-templates
will be restricted to proof-of-concept work as this approach is
not scalable, and the variations between species are significant.
However, if photonic crystal structures can be artificially created
from biopolymers, the investigated replication processes can be
directly applied.

Another approach is using biological systems to create pho-
tonic structures (bio-templating). For instance, bacteria and di-
atoms can produce intricate nanostructures, such as helices and
frustules that can have color through interference and diffrac-
tion. By harnessing these organisms’ self-assembly and self-
organization capabilities, photonic structures were created that
are difficult to fabricate using the alternative methods men-
tioned above, as the specific length scales occurring in nature
can be copied.[122] Yet, the self-assembly of colloidal particles me-
diated by DNA has recently acquired much interest in assem-
bling materials with prescribed structures and properties.[153]

This method relies on sequence-specific, thermo-reversible hy-
bridization of DNA strands grafted on colloidal particles giv-
ing rise to fully programmable building blocks. In principle,
any desired morphology—from perfectly ordered to completely
disordered—can be achieved by tuning the sequence of the bases
on the grafts, as well as their density and size. This would al-
low replicating of several natural structures that are otherwise
difficult to achieve. However, it remains challenging to generate
this vast variety of designs using DNA-grafted particles, mainly
due to the inability to code all the required information to di-
rect the spontaneous formation of arbitrarily complex assemblies
and the formation of kinetically arrested structures.[154] Addition-
ally, at the current state-of-the-art, no optical materials have been
obtained, and scaling down the size of the resulting structures
(i.e., smaller colloidal particles must be used) is required for pho-
tonic applications.[155] If successful, this approach can be an ideal
testbed to generate and study photonic structures with a prede-
fined degree of disorder, which is one of the fundamental ques-
tions in biophotonic structures.

3.3. Artificially Created Photonic Structures from Natural
Biopolymers

In addition to biomimetically fabricated photonic crystals dis-
cussed in the previous section, we restrict the discussion to pho-
tonic structures composed of biopolymers. We distinguish their
properties by their physical mechanism, that is, based on inter-
ference or incoherent light scattering.
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Figure 3. Overview of artificially created 1D, 2D, and 3D photonic crystals and photonic glass from biopolymers. The biopolymers are separated into
plant-, animal-, and microorganism-based biopolymers. It will be most likely to extend the tables horizontally in case one geometry of one biopolymer
has already been demonstrated. The corresponding references are given in Supporting Information.

3.3.1. Constructive Interference Based Structures—Structures
Exhibiting Color

For the most common 21 biopolymers,[156] we analyzed whether
photonic crystal structures in 1D, 2D, and 3D or photonic glasses
have been reported, as summarized in Figure 3 (References
can be found in Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Information).
The biopolymers have been subdivided into plant-, animal-, and
microorganism-based photonic crystal structures. A photonic
glass is a disordered arrangement of monodisperse spherical par-
ticles with only short-range order.[157]

Among the 21 biopolymers we investigated, cellulose, chi-
tosan, silk, lignin, and bacterial cellulose are the most com-
mon materials used for photonic structures. Even if many pho-
tonic structures in nature are composed of chitin and keratin,
there are nearly no synthetic chitin and keratin photonic struc-
tures due to the absence of synthetic polymerization routes of
these biopolymers.[158,159] Focusing on the topology of the demon-
strated nanostructures, we conclude that there are four major
used geometries, which are Bragg reflectors, inverse opal struc-
tures, chiral nematic Bouligand structures from nanocrystals,
and photonic glass.[160–163] This is quite limited compared to the
variety of photonic structures that nature offers (Section 2.1). To
extend the geometry variation in Figure 3 for biopolymers, we
anticipate that horizontally extending the tables for biopolymers
where already one geometry has been demonstrated will be pos-
sible in the future. For example, if a 3D inverse opal can be fab-
ricated from a biopolymer, then one can use the same protocol
also to prepare a monolayer of beads. However, we want to tease
further research in developing more sophisticated photonic ge-
ometries. The complex 3D network-connected structures such
as diamonds or gyroids have yet to be synthetically fabricated.
One of the main obstacles in developing biopolymer-based pho-
tonic structures is that their natural formation process still needs
to be sufficiently understood. Discussed formation processes in
the literature include spinodal decomposition and equilibrium
self-assembly of lyotropic liquid crystals.[164] On the biological
side, in this context, fundamental research is missing on the
lipid composition of wing scales of butterflies and beetles. So

far, the research mainly pursued understanding lipid metabolism
during migration.[165,166] The Morpho peleides butterfly for which
color is based on structural coloration is the only butterfly be-
ing investigated.[167] Even if whey protein has not yet been used
to fabricate PhCs, it was employed to make PhCs more robust
against wear, inspired by chameleons.[168]

Another challenge in biopolymeric photonic applications is
that biopolymers often change their absorbance behavior dur-
ing cross-linking. This has been observed in chitosan, cel-
lulose, lignin, etc.[169,170] Strategies that maintain complete
transparency of biopolymers upon cross-linking are therefore
desirable.

3.3.2. Scattering Based Structures—Structures Exhibiting Whiteness

Another field of biopolymer photonics comprises the creation of
the “color” white through incoherent light scattering. In indus-
try, titania particles are the most widespread compound to cre-
ate white color. However, these have been outlawed in France
due to suspected health implications,[171] and the EU has tight-
ened its use.[172] Titania has been extraordinarily attractive due
to its high refractive index (n = 2.48 at 500 nm).[173] There-
fore, there is a strong need for sustainable and benign replace-
ment products. Nature developed very efficient white scatterers
from biopolymers.[174] One example is the bright white appear-
ance of Cyphochilus and Lepidiota stigma beetles based on op-
timized anisotropic intra-scale chitin networks.[36,175] There are
not only examples of “white” in air-material systems but also in
water-material systems, as has been recently shown in the Pa-
cific cleaner shrimp (Lysmata amboinensis).[176] Creating struc-
tural whiteness in water (n ≈ 1.33) is more challenging than in air
(n = 1.0) due to the lower refractive index contrast. However, the
food and cosmetics industry will have a high demand for water-
based material systems. Two potential material candidates with
intrinsic high refractive indices are guanine n = 1.83[7] and isox-
anthopterin (n ≈ 2.0) nanospheres.[71,176] Future research should
be pursued in synthesizing these high-refractive-index biopoly-
mers to make them accessible for industrial fabrication.
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4. Responsive Biopolymeric Photonic Structures

In nature, a wide variety of structural colors exhibiting dy-
namic responses are not only the result of precisely con-
trolled (sub)micron scale arrangements of bio(macro)molecules
but also their intrinsic interactions with the surrounding
environment.[177,178] While static systems produce the most natu-
ral structural colors, some organisms have evolved dynamic pho-
tonic structures responding to external stimuli. One of the best-
known examples of responsive structural colors in nature is the
rapid color change of the chameleon from a relaxed to an ex-
cited state, in which the spacing between nanocrystalline plates
of the biological metabolite guanine within the epidermal cells
changes, leading to an increase of the wavelength in reflected
light and thus a striking change in color.[179] Other examples in-
clude the paradise whiptail (Pentapodus paradiseus),[180] the neon
tetra (Paracheirodon innesi),[181] the tortoise beetle (Charidotella
bicolor),[182] the green forester moth, Adscita statices,[183] and the
Hercules beetle (Dynastes hercules).[184]

Such natural dynamic photonic systems based on biopoly-
mers, such as cellulose, chitin, collagen, keratin, and melanin,
are less common; however, a few examples exist.[185–187] Stimuli-
responsiveness in artificial biophotonic structures can be
achieved via several mechanisms, the most common of which
exploit the intrinsic responsiveness of the biopolymers while
modifying the periodicity of the photonic structure by ap-
plying a proper external stimulus. The cholesteric arrange-
ments of colloidal biopolymers, such as cellulose nanocrys-
tals (CNCs) and chitin/chitosan, and cellulose derivatives, such
as hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), provide a versatile platform
for stimuli-responsive photonic materials.[188] The dynamic re-
sponse mechanism in cholesteric structures reversibly modu-
lates the cholesteric pitch or refractive index and thus gener-
ates tunable Bragg reflections. The ability to produce dynamic
and tunable Bragg reflections can be applied in numerous
technologies, such as anti-counterfeiting, photonic sensors, and
actuators.[189] While some of the aforementioned biopolymers
show intrinsic responses to external stimuli in aqueous suspen-
sions or solutions, they are seldom dynamic and reproducible
due to the irreversible loss of the cholesteric mesophases after
stimulation. Therefore, adding other stimuli-responsive compo-
nents or allowing swelling of cholesteric solid films has often
been explored to reversibly control photonic responses. These re-
sponses include those derived from changes in humidity, tem-
perature, pressure/stress, pH, and electromagnetic fields. This
section first presents the main mechanisms that can be used
to tune and/or switch structural coloration in photonic struc-
tures. Then, a general overview of biopolymers and their deriva-
tives that can potentially be used in photonic crystals to gener-
ate dynamic responses is reported, followed by a discussion on
artificial biopolymer-based photonic structures showing stimuli-
responsiveness. In particular, prominent examples of stimuli-
responsive photonic structures based on CNCs, chitin/chitosan,
HPC, and silk fibroin are discussed, along with some of their ap-
plications, limitations, and potential strategies to improve their
responsive properties.

4.1. Mechanisms that Can Affect the Photonic Response

Mechanical Stimuli

Mechanical stress represents a straightforward approach to
tuning the colorimetric response of photonic crystals,[190] es-
pecially when compared to solvents, heat, and light, where
color changes take a specific time to occur. These so-called
mechanochromic photonic crystals are attractive for sev-
eral purposes, such as smart displays, strain sensing and
mechanical deformation monitoring, fingerprint identifi-
cation, biomedicine, and healthcare applications. Effective
mechanochromic photonic crystals require that the informa-
tion about local stress be encoded in the optical response of
the material that should be sufficiently large to enable optical
detection. Typically, these structures consist of solid materials
obtained with colloidal crystals and soft polymeric assemblies
in which the application of mechanical stress (e.g., compres-
sion or stretch) along one direction induces an expansion or
contraction along the perpendicular direction, thus altering the
lattice constants causing reflected color changes.

Temperature

Thermoresponsive photonic crystals are among the most suc-
cessful examples for tuning structural color. They are based on
the shift observed in the photonic bandgap when a material’s
periodic structure changes with temperature.[191] Generally,
they consist of a thermosensitive polymer matrix combined
with a photonic structure, with the introduced polymers pos-
sessing heat-induced phase transitions or swelling–deswelling
behaviors.[192] Typical examples of thermoresponsive polymers
are poly-N-isopropyl acrylamide (PNIPAAm), polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP), and poly N,N-diethylacrylamide (PDEAAm). The
reversible expansion and contraction of the responsive poly-
mer under temperature fluctuations induce fluctuations in
the lattice constants in the photonic structure, which results
in changes in the structural color patterns that have broad
application prospects in intelligent encoding/decoding for
anti-counterfeiting.

4.2. Biopolymer Derivatives Showing Intrinsic
Stimuli-Responsiveness

Most natural structural colors resulting from hierarchically orga-
nized periodic assemblies of biopolymers have evolved as static
photonic systems.[199,200] Nevertheless, some biopolymeric com-
ponents exhibit intrinsic reversible stimuli-responsive behavior
due to their chemical structure and morphology. Such biopoly-
mers and their derivatives include cellulose nanocrystals, hydrox-
ypropyl cellulose, chitosan, and silk.[162,201,202] These polysaccha-
rides have both hydrophilic functional groups and morphologies
that can allow a variety of dynamic responses, including those
induced by changes in temperature, humidity, pH, and/or elec-
tromagnetic fields.
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Humidity

Photonic crystals can be designed to sense various chemi-
cal vapors as the changes in the refractive index or the lattice
spacing are determined by the type of the gaseous species
and their filling ratio. A technical extension of these systems is
humidity responsiveness, which can provide information on
water vapor content in gaseous atmospheres.[193] In the case
of inorganic photonic crystals, structural color changes are
typically caused by changes in the effective refractive index of
the constituents.[194] In contrast, polymer-based structures
containing hydrophilic moieties are subjected to a bandgap
shift due to volume variations in the polymer network.[195] The
response time of these photonic crystals to humidity variations
is typically on the order of seconds, and they can only be used in
very restrictive environments. However, these photonic struc-
tures’ flexibility and small size are attractive for applications
where other humidity sensors are incompatible.

Electric and Magnetic Fields

Photonic crystals can exhibit electric and magnetic respon-
siveness. Electrically responsive photonic structures can be
either stimulated by an external electrical signal or respond to
an electrochemical stimulus.[196] The first type is mainly based
on a combination of photonic crystals with liquid crystals (LCs),
whose orientation can be modified by applying an electric field,
resulting in refractive index or domain periodicity changes. In
contrast, the second type generally requires a redox-active com-
pound to become responsive to an electrochemical stimulus.
Applying an oxidation potential causes the photonic structure
to swell, shifting the reflected light to a longer wavelength. Con-
versely, a reduction potential causes the system to shrink, re-
sulting in a shift to a shorter wavelength. Magnetically respon-
sive photonic crystals are unique in that a magnetic species
must typically be incorporated directly into the structures to re-
spond to an external stimulus without further modification.[197]

Applying a magnetic field thus allows deforming the lattice
constants of the obtained composite materials, changing the
overall optical response.

Cellulose nanocrystals, having chiral anisotropic morpholo-
gies, spontaneously assemble into cholesteric (chiral nematic)
liquid crystal phases with increasing concentration in aque-
ous suspensions.[203,204] The resulting helicoidal structures
are further preserved upon evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA)[201] forming photonic crystal films that can be used as a
platform for stimuli-responsive photonic materials. CNCs pos-
sess a permanent electric dipole due to the parallel arrange-
ment of cellulose chains in a non-centrosymmetric crystallo-
graphic lattice and the dipole moment of each anhydroglucose
unit (AGU).[205] Therefore, electric fields can be utilized to ori-
ent the cholesteric helical axis normal to the field, completely un-
wind cholesteric phases, or induce parallel alignments of CNCs
in aqueous suspensions.[162] In addition, magnetic fields gen-

pH and Ions

pH-sensitive photonic crystals commonly consist of colloidal
nanoparticles forming a periodic structure dispersed in a poly-
meric matrix with ionizable acidic or basic groups. Under
changes in the pH values, the acid-base equilibrium among
the macromolecular chains is altered, and a new balance is
subsequently re-established. This leads to the destruction or
reconnection of some hydrogen bonds or dynamic covalent
bonds, resulting in changes in the crosslinking degree. Conse-
quently, the volume of the responsive materials can increase
or decrease according to the pH level, thus altering the lattice
constants of the photonic structure, which results in significant
changes in the structural color. Similarly, ion responsiveness
in photonic materials is commonly based on the interaction of
analyte ions with a certain recognition group of a polymer ma-
trix leading to an altered Donnan osmotic pressure. Therefore,
volume changes occur in the soft matrix driven by solvent influx
to compensate for the osmotic pressure, inducing a shift of the
photonic bandgap.[197]

Solvents and Volatile Organic Compounds

The detection and quantitative analysis of solvents and volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) using photonic materials typically
exploit changes in the effective refractive index, which is asso-
ciated with the infiltration of the analyte into the voids or pores
in the photonic structure, causing a diffraction wavelength
shift.[198] Most of these materials are designed as inverse opals
because of their relatively large pore volume for absorbing an-
alytes, thus showing a significant change in refractive index
and optical response. The porous structure also improves the
diffusion of the analyte throughout the photonic structure,
thus ensuring a rapid response rate. Alternatively, 1D Bragg
stacks composed of two kinds of alternating mesoporous lay-
ers can also display responsiveness to solvents and VOCs.[127]

These systems show excellent resolution in discerning differ-
ent chemical species, provided each layer’s composition and
surface properties are appropriately designed.

erate perpendicular alignments of CNCs due to their negative
diamagnetic susceptibility, providing a means to orient multi-
ple cholesteric domains in suspension into a macroscopic mon-
odomain. Furthermore, CNC photonic films respond to humidity
and solvents via absorption within the films.[206] However, achiev-
ing controlled reversibility of the reflectance wavelength in solid
films is better obtained by adding other stimuli-responsive com-
ponents (see next section).

Hydroxypropyl cellulose is a water-soluble derivative of cellu-
lose widely used in the food and medical industries as a thick-
ener and emulsifier.[207] As in the case of CNCs, HPC also
forms cholesteric liquid crystal phases in concentrated aqueous
solutions that can be tuned to reflect wavelengths across the
entire visible spectrum.[208,209] Furthermore, HPC is an intrin-
sically thermo-responsive polymer, which exhibits a lower crit-
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Figure 4. Examples of stimuli (top row) and photonic responses of biophotonic materials (bottom row). A) Optical microscope images of HPC laminates
under continuous finger pressing. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[207] Copyright 2018, The Authors, published Springer Nature. B)
Reversible structural color change of the CNC/Polyethylene glycol (PEG) (80/20) films under different RH. Reproduced with permission.[217] Copyright
2017, Wiley VCH-GmbH. C) Photographs of tunable iridescence of deacetylated chitin membranes (DCM) in water during film drying. Reproduced with
permission.[218] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

ical solution temperature (LCST) within the range of 42–45 °C
in aqueous solutions.[210,211] Therefore, when heated above their
LCST, HPC solutions become turbid (reaching their cloud point)
due to the entropically-driven release of water molecules from
HPC coils and their subsequent collapse into globules. Although
the temperature-responsiveness and cholesteric mesophases of
HPC depend on water as a solvent, the formation of lami-
nates through encapsulation of HPC cholesteric phases has pro-
vided a new avenue toward stress-responsive photonic materials
(Figure 4A) based on biopolymers.[207]

Chitosan, the deacetylated derivative of natural chitin, is a lin-
ear polysaccharide composed of d-glucosamine units linked by
B-1,4 glycosidic bonds.[212] The primary amine groups (–NH2)
present on each d-glucosamine unit provide the pH-responsive
character of chitosan, in which the amine groups are protonated
(pKa 6.5) at acidic pH values and deprotonated in the basic pH
range, the latter leading to decreased solubility in aqueous solu-
tions. This behavior makes chitosan an attractive building block
for pH-responsive photonic crystals. While research on the as-
sembly of chitosan into photonic structures is in its infancy,[213]

chiral nematic phases of chitosan nanofibrils with green irides-
cence have been observed.[214] Therefore, there is great potential
in taking advantage of their inherent pH-responsive behavior to
fabricate dynamic photonic materials based on chitosan nanos-
tructures.

Silk is a protein-based biopolymer produced in the form of
fibers by some Lepidoptera larvae, such as silkworms, spiders,
scorpions, mites, and flies.[215] Silk is characterized by a highly
repetitive primary sequence that leads to significant homogeneity
in the secondary structure, usually consisting of 𝛽-sheets. Com-
pared to other biopolymers, silk possesses enhanced environ-
mental stability due to its extensive presence of hydrogen bond-

ing, strong hydrophobicity, and high crystallinity. Among oth-
ers, silk-based materials are exciting due to their capacity to ab-
sorb water quickly due to the high density of hydrophilic groups,
thus allowing the fabrication of humidity sensors based on color
changes.[216]

4.3. Responsive Biophotonics

Although some examples of biopolymer-based photonic struc-
tures that respond to stress, temperature, electromagnetic fields,
and pH are found in nature, one of the most common examples
of dynamic responses in the plant and animal kingdoms is due to
changes in humidity.[199] As many natural biopolymers that pro-
duce structural color have hydrophilic functional groups, such as
hydroxyls and amines, water absorption within their hierarchi-
cally organized periodic structures often alters both their spacing
and average refractive index, thereby shifting their reflectance
wavelength. For example, the Hercules beetle Dynastes hercules
changes its color from yellow-green to black with increasing hu-
midity because the air-filled spaces between chitin filaments un-
derneath its cuticle are filled with water, leading to changes in
both the thickness and the refractive index of the air regions
within its multilayer structure.[186] This color change likely func-
tions as a mechanism for predator evasion in its tropical envi-
ronment, where its yellow-green color camouflages the Hercules
beetle during the day (lower humidity), and its black color con-
ceals it at night (higher humidity). Similarly, the melanoprotein
layer in the elytron of the longhorn beetle Tmesisternus isabellae
can absorb water and swell, causing a color change from gold
(dry state) to red (wet state) as a result of both a change in re-
fractive index and swelling.[185] The Panamanian tortoise bee-
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tle Charidotella egregia, on the other hand, changes from metal-
lic gold to red through the expulsion of liquid from its porous
“chirped” multilayer reflector consisting of chitin filaments and
proteins, which becomes translucent and exposes the red pig-
mentary layer underneath.[187]

While these examples of precisely arranged chitin filaments
and melanoproteins in beetles represent natural photonic struc-
tures demonstrating intrinsic responses to changes in humidity,
other iridescent systems, such as those in the wings of morpho
butterflies Morpho cypris and glasswing butterflies Greta oto, are
also based on chitin and show color changes upon wetting fol-
lowing a similar mechanism.[219,220] The blue structural color of
Morpho cypris is caused primarily by thin film interference aris-
ing from the tree-like structures on their scales. Upon exposure
of the wings to different solvents, the reflected brilliant blue color
is reversibly redshifted because the grooves between the tree-
like structures are filled with solvent, thus changing the aver-
age refractive index. Similar arguments apply to other natural
structural colors based on keratin.[221] For example, the blue and
green peacock Pavo cristatus keratin tail feathers appear brown
when wet. Therefore, many biopolymer-based photonic systems
with structural color show dynamic responses to solvents due to
changes in the refractive index of the medium upon infiltration
with liquids.

4.3.1. Responsive Structures Based on Cellulose Nanocrystals

In general, evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of
cholesteric colloidal liquid crystals is a process that offers
some degree of flexibility in terms of the incorporation of
additives.[222,223] The primary challenge is maintaining the
balance of electrostatic repulsion, van der Waals attraction,
and entropic forces that govern the formation of the colloidal
cholesteric phase. This can be affected by the chemical structure,
molecular weight, and concentration of the additive. Compatible
additives are typically hydrophilic compounds of low molecular
weight (lower than 20 kDa) at concentrations up to ≈ 30%
in weight concerning CNCs.[217,224] Due to the abundance of
hydrophilic hydroxyl and sulfate half-ester groups present on
the surface of CNCs, their films interact easily with water. They
can be further exploited as humidity-responsive materials by
incorporating other hydrophilic components forming hydrogen
bond networks. Due to changes in humidity, CNC-based com-
posite photonic materials absorb water, and their reflectance
wavelength can shift across the visible spectrum, opening new
possibilities in colorimetric sensors. For example, Yao et al.
co-assembled poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) with CNCs, forming
films responsive to changes in relative humidity, as shown in
(Figure 4B).[217] Composite films of CNC/PEG (80/20) displayed
reversible changes in reflectance between 495 (green) and
930 nm with corresponding changes in relative humidity from
30% to 100%. In addition to PEGs, plasticizers such as glycerol
have been incorporated into photonic CNC films to render them
responsive to humidity changes. With a relative humidity shift
between 16% and 98%, the reflectance of CNC/glycerol compos-
ite films shifts from 586 to 704 nm.[225] By incorporating other
polyols, such as sorbitol and xylitol, CNC composite films also
demonstrate reflectance shifts upon increasing humidity.[226]

Building on CNC/glucose humidity responsive films,[227] or
their combinations with other hydrophilic polymers, such as
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and glycerol are advantageous in
terms of the mechanical properties of photonic CNC composite
films.[228,229] The main issue with such CNC composite systems
is their poor cyclability due to the partial redissolution of hy-
drophilic components upon exposure to water. To address this
problem, chemical crosslinking or polymer grafting has been
explored to fabricate stimuli-responsive CNC-based photonic
materials.[230] Composite photonic films of CNCs and poly-
acrylamides, cross-linked through the reaction of hydroxyl and
amide groups with the terminal aldehydes of glutaraldehyde
(GA), show reversible responses to relative humidity variations
up to ten cycles. Applying the same crosslinking method, Sun
et al. covalently linked poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) modified
with hydrazone groups and CNCs to form dual thermo- and
humidity-responsive photonic films with high cycle stability (up
to 15 cycles).[231] Similarly, photonic bio-adhesive materials show-
ing a switchable adhesion were prepared by using chiral nematic
organized needle-like CNCs integrated with a hydrogen-bonded
network of glucose-polyacrylamide. These composite structures
exhibit large reversible and coupled changes in adhesion power
and mechanical strength with colorimetric responses.[232]

While the aforementioned crosslinking methods offer signif-
icant improvements in the cyclability and reproducibility of re-
sponsive photonic materials based on CNCs, the covalent attach-
ment of polymers via surface hydroxyl groups may introduce
steric repulsion between CNCs, limiting their packing density
within cholesteric phases and, thus, the range of the reflectance
wavelength.[233] Incorporating polymerizable monomers dur-
ing EISA of CNCs, followed by polymerization, is one effec-
tive method to overcome this limitation, resulting in respon-
sive photonic hydrogels.[224] In this case, acrylamide, N,N′-
methylenebisacrylamide (cross-linker) and photo-initiator were
incorporated into CNC suspensions and polymerized by expo-
sure to UV irradiation at different points during EISA to gen-
erate ethanol-responsive hydrogels with swelling-dependent re-
flectance in the visible spectrum. Using N-isopropylacrylamide
or acrylic acid instead of acrylamide, the authors further fab-
ricated thermo- and pH-responsive photonic systems with re-
versible behavior. Another possible route to maintain a high pack-
ing density within cholesteric phases is through the use of poly-
mer grafts confined strictly to the ends of CNCs, which also al-
lows the introduction of other functionalities that can be fur-
ther exploited within their cholesteric phases.[234] This approach
takes advantage of both cellulose polymorphism and the exis-
tence of reducing ends, in which reactive aldehyde groups are
present on either one or both ends of CNCs, depending on the
cellulose crystal allomorph. Delepierre et al. demonstrated that
both unmodified CNC allomorphs and those with end-tethered
poly[2-(2-(2-methoxy ethoxy)ethoxy)ethylacrylate] (POEG3A) self-
assemble into cholesteric phases in aqueous suspensions.[233,235]

Finally, a possible alternative deals with forcing the organiza-
tion of CNCs decorated with superparamagnetic nanoparticles.
In such a case, a magnetically triggered transformation from
an helicoidal cholesteric (chiral nematic) to an uniaxial nematic
phase with near-perfect orientation order parameter across large
areas is achieved, enabling control over the resulting film optical
properties.[236]
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However, the stimuli-responsiveness of photonic materials
based on biopolymers remains unexplored. Hypothetically, pho-
tonic films consisting of CNCs with end-tethered polymers may
not suffer from partial redissolution of the polymeric compo-
nents as they are covalently linked to the CNC ends, as is the case
for the hydrogels described above[224] and systems crosslinked
with glutaraldehyde.[230] CNCs with end-tethered polymers re-
main to be explored as a component of dynamic photonic mate-
rials. However, they could be advantageous regarding the repro-
ducibility and cyclability of their responses to humidity or other
types of external stimuli, especially toward near-UV wavelengths.
Moreover, if these end-tethered polymers consist of reactive or
responsive functional groups, a practically unlimited library of
multi-responsive systems is conceivable.[231,237]

4.3.2. Responsive Structures Based on Chitin/Chitosan

Similarly to CNCs, chitin nanocrystals (ChNCs) are also lyotropic
liquid crystals that form cholesteric mesophases with increasing
concentration in aqueous suspensions due to their rod-like shape
and surface charge generated by chemical processing.[212,238] Al-
though much less explored than CNCs, their physicochemi-
cal characteristics are similar, with the benefit of facile deriva-
tization via deacetylation of N-acetylglucosamine units to pro-
duce chitosan, the pH-responsive derivative of chitin. However,
upon EISA, the resulting films of chitin nanocrystals are typ-
ically transparent due to the lack of periodic chiral ordering
(nematic phases), partially explaining the increased interest in
investigating CNCs in preparing photonic materials. Neverthe-
less, given their chemical and morphological similarity, such
as the existence of reducing ends and crystalline allomorphs
𝛼-, 𝛽-, and 𝛾-chitin, which differ in the molecular arrange-
ments (parallel in 𝛽- and anti-parallel in 𝛼- and 𝛾-), the previ-
ously discussed methods of end group functionalization may
be adapted to chitin nanocrystals, potentially altering their self-
assembly behavior.[233,234] Indeed, molecular simulations have
predicted the formation of cholesteric phases of nanorods with
end-tethered polymers within a wide range of their phase dia-
gram, even though the nanorods themselves are achiral.[239–241]

Chitosan appears to be more relevant to biopolymer pho-
tonics than chitin due to its pH responsiveness. As chitosan
is water-soluble at low pH (up to ≈6.5), the majority of re-
ports focus on the development of responsive photonic hydro-
gels and membranes.[218,242–244] Nguyen and Maclachlan reported
water-responsive deacetylated chitin (chitosan) membranes de-
rived from king crab cuticles (Figure 4C).[218] These freestand-
ing hydrogels exhibited a red shift from 500 (dry) to 750 nm
(wet) due to an increase in cholesteric pitch upon swelling with
water. Photonic crystals based on functionalized poly(vinyl alco-
hol) (PVA) gelated crystalline colloidal arrays (GCCA) with chi-
tosan showed pH-dependent diffraction from 467 (pH = 8.4) to
551 nm (pH = 1).[243] Moreover, pH-responsive interpenetrating
polymer networks (IPNs) have been fabricated based on a cross-
linked network of chitosan and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
containing silica-based photonic crystals.[242] With 287 nm silica
particles embedded within the chitosan-TEOS matrix, the com-
posites showed pH-dependent swelling and thus shifts in re-
flectance wavelength within the range from 600 to 700 nm. In

a similar fashion, Zang et al. embedded natural moth wings in a
chitosan-PVA IPN for dynamic photonic systems capable of de-
tecting acidic (reflectance ≈730 nm) and basic environments (re-
flectance ≈470 nm), reproducible up to three cycles.[244] Other
reported methods focused on using a natural template, such as
Morpho wings composed of chitin, to generate optical pH sen-
sors via the immobilization of synthetic pH-responsive polymers.
Photonic composite materials based on CNCs, chitosan-based
hydrogels, and IPNs may also suffer from partial re-dissolution
of hydrophilic components, especially at low pH. Therefore, cova-
lent crosslinking of chitosan-based materials with glutaraldehyde
or other molecular crosslinkers could improve the reproducibility
and cyclability of thee photonic responses with pH changes.

4.3.3. Responsive Structures Based on Hydroxypropyl Cellulose

As a water-soluble lyotropic liquid crystal, the cholesteric
mesophases of hydroxypropyl cellulose depend on the presence
of water.[208,209] When dried, concentrated HPC solutions are
also blue-shifted to form transparent films, as in the case of
chitin nanocrystals. Therefore, stimuli-responsive photonic ma-
terials based on HPC often comprise encapsulated cholesteric
phases. Anyfantakis et al. prepared liquid marbles of HPC solu-
tions encapsulated by silica nanoparticles.[245] These liquid mar-
bles are responsive to changes in pressure, temperature, and sol-
vent (methanol), leading to real-time color changes due to shifts
in the Braggs reflections of the cholesteric mesophases. Build-
ing on previous work on optical strain sensors based on HPC
solutions,[246] Vignolini et al. demonstrated the roll-to-roll pro-
cessing of HPC laminates via continuous coating and encapsu-
lation of HPC solutions.[244] In this case, the resulting materials
were pressure-sensitive within the 0–10 kPa range, shifting from
red at low pressures (3–5 kPa) to blue at high pressures (5–10
kPa). These materials have been applied as wearable photonic
skins consisting of cholesteric HPC and an adaptable adhesive
amorphous HPC layer, which can directly convert spatiotempo-
ral stimuli into visible color alterations.[247]

As utilized in the previously described CNC systems, glu-
taraldehyde was also used as a crosslinker of HPC to fabri-
cate photonic solid films.[248] The authors demonstrated that the
reflectance wavelength depended on the concentration of glu-
taraldehyde crosslinker, spanning from the visible range to the
near-IR. Although this work focused on the evaporation pro-
cess of HPC-GA solutions and the preparation of polarization
and angular independent color, the developed procedure will un-
doubtedly open new pathways toward stimuli-responsive biopoly-
mer photonics based on HPC, especially toward humidity and
thermo-responsive materials.

4.3.4. Responsive Structures Based on Silk

Responsive photonic structures based on silk can be prepared
using multiscale, water-based fabrication techniques to obtain
various multidimensional structures, including films, hydro-
gels, fibers, sponges, and solid blocks.[249] For example, Diao
et al. reported on silk inverse opal structures obtained from
polystyrene colloidal particles showing bistructural colors cover-
ing UV/visible, UV/IR, and visible/IR regions.[250] Such reflection
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peaks could be readily tuned through the change in the humidity
level based on the cyclic contraction of silk fibroin. Films showing
superior humidity-responsive coloration have also been prepared
using silk.[251,252] In particular, a multilayer structure made of al-
ternate layers of silk fibroin and silk-titanate composite material
enabled the rapid monitoring of relative humidity values from
10% up to 80%.[251] In contrast, a simple, one-layer sub-micron
thin film shows an impressive red shift of the reflectance peak in
the visible spectrum larger than 130 nm in only a few seconds.[252]

5. Photonic Hybrid Structures Based on
Biopolymers

This section highlights existing and potentially interesting hybrid
biopolymer-inorganic materials, focusing on plasmonic metals
and active components such as quantum dots or nonlinear me-
dia. Combining biopolymer architectures with non-trivial con-
stituents beyond the dielectric approximation has several advan-
tages. On the one hand, only natural biopolymer structures can
currently access many complex 3D morphologies in the visible
wavelength range. On the other hand, most of the non-trivial ma-
terials exhibit a strong intrinsic optical response at visible to near-
infrared frequencies. At the same time, this range is also relevant
for several key technologies for apparent reasons (solar light har-
vesting, human vision, etc.). However, the marriage of inorganic
constituents and biopolymers is not only beneficial when natural
3D morphologies are used as a mold. Chiral biopolymers such as
chitin or DNA can, for example, be functionalized to yield heli-
cal plasmonic chains with a strong chiro-optical response. These
can be employed in solution or on a substrate to create a meta-
surface. Last, biopolymers self-assemble in peculiar ways that
are currently not readily accessible with direct fabrication at rele-
vant length scales. Embedding a non-trivial inorganic constituent
into biopolymer-based Bouligand structures with a chiroptical
response,[253] multilayered photonic dyes, or biopolymer hydro-
gels might lead to new avenues for efficient large-scale produc-
tion of advanced photonic components. Having listed all these
potential benefits, a number of the critical advantages of pure
biopolymer architectures are sacrificed in hybrid biopolymer-
inorganic structures, most notably the material’s biocompatibil-
ity, non-toxicity, and biodegradability. Therefore, hybrid materials
are not expected to be utilized in the food or pharmaceutical in-
dustry. Still, they could enter the lab in sensing applications or be
used in light harvesting and generating technology.

5.1. Plasmonic Crystals and Nonlinear Photonic Crystals from
Biopolymer Molds

As discussed in Section 3.2, 3D biopolymer structures found,
for example, in butterflies and beetles, offer a unique opportu-
nity to create artificial photonic structures that support a pho-
tonic bandgap at visible frequencies. While these structures have
therefore been successfully used as a mold to create a titania
replica using a sol–gel chemistry approach,[121] the obtained re-
fractive index contrast is still not sufficient to create a com-
plete (isotropic) photonic bandgap that would make such a struc-
ture extremely interesting from a fundamental perspective (Sec-
tion 2.2).[75] Inorganic materials with an even higher refractive

index, on the other hand, cannot be easily cast into a 3D sub-
micrometer mold. While dielectric replicas seem therefore of
limited interest, plasmonic metamaterials have received strong
interest over the past 25 years.[256–258] They are, however, conven-
tionally designed with relevant structural lengths in a deeply sub-
wavelength regime through a homogenization picture. The holy
grail of metamaterial engineering was and still is the design of
an isotropically negatively refracting material. This would, for ex-
ample, allow the fabrication of a perfect lens that is not limited
by diffraction.[259] Isotropic negative refraction at visible or near-
infrared frequencies has been theorized, but the suggested mech-
anisms proved hard to translate into practice.[260–262] While a dou-
ble gyroid metamaterial based on block-copolymer self-assembly
was falsely identified as a negative refractive medium,[258,263] the
chiral single gyroid seemed instead a good candidate[138,264,265]

through Pendry’s chiral route to negative refraction.[266] However,
the optical chirality in block copolymer-based gyroid metamateri-
als is relatively weak and sensitively depends on the metamaterial
surface morphology, which is difficult to control experimentally,
and therefore does not allow the generation of negative refrac-
tion with current fabrication approaches.[267,268] A gyroid chiral
plasmonic crystal,[111] for which the structural dimension and the
operation wavelength are on the same scale, should, on the other
hand, give rise to a much stronger optical chirality.[258,265] There-
fore, a gyroid plasmonic crystal for visible frequencies would be
highly desirable, and biopolymer molds currently provide the
only practical pathway for fabrication. More generally, 3D net-
work plasmonic crystals need to be better understood. The net-
work topology in combination with the structural dimension and
the wavelength being on the same scale, where the plasmonic dis-
persion is far from the perfectly conducting limit, gives rise to a
rich and largely unexplored physics and could lead to unforeseen
effects. While more fundamental research is needed, the follow-
ing two-step process describes a feasible way to replicate biopoly-
mer gyroids, diamonds, or I-WP structures into a noble metal.
In the first step, the surface of the biopolymer mold (Figure 5A)
is coated with a conducting layer using atomic layer deposition
(Figure 5C).[142,255] Atomic layer deposition, although time inten-
sive, can also be used to control the metal fill fraction through the
prior deposition of a thicker (10 nm scale) metal-oxide layer. The
gyroid can then be replicated through an established electrode-
position routine (Figure 5D).[269] Etching the biopolymer out by
acid, or plasma treatment, produces a free-standing metal net-
work (Figure 5E) and infiltrate the matrix with a dye solution, for
example, rhodamine (Figure 5F). Due to the nonlocal response
that a metal network can provide, this is expected to be of funda-
mental interest both in the spontaneous and stimulated emission
regimes.[270,271]

Nonlinear photonic materials, on the other hand, naturally of-
fer a direct way to manipulate the frequency of light and have
multiple applications, ranging from high-energy laser sources
to optical signal processing and quantum communication and
computing.[272] Nonlinear optical effects are typically enumer-
ated by their polynomial order of nonlinearity in the dielectric
susceptibility, with a leading 𝜒 (2) response that can only exist
for materials with broken parity symmetry.[273] Associated non-
linear effects, such as second harmonic generation and sponta-
neous downconversion, are thus typically weak and rely on pre-
cise engineering of spatial phase-matching, that is, a match of the
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Figure 5. Biopolymer templating routes to obtain plasmonic and nonlinear photonic crystals. A) 3D triply-periodic chitin mold extracted from butterfly
or beetle scales (Section 2.1). B) A nonlinear photonic crystal can be obtained from the template using sol-gel chemistry infiltration with barium-titanate.
Reproduced with permission.[254] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH GmbH. C) Alternatively, the biopolymer template is covered by a conducting sheet using
atomic layer deposition. Reproduced with permission.[255] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. D) The remaining void is filled with a noble metal
using electrodeposition to produce a plasmonic crystal. E) Etching of the biopolymer matrix yields a freestanding metal network. F) An active plasmonic
crystal is obtained by infiltration of the empty channels with an active medium, for example, dyes or a nonlinear material. 3D illustrations were generated
with SideFX Houdini.[29]

optical pump’s and the generated signal’s wave numbers. Non-
linear photonic crystals, where the 𝜒 (2) is periodically modi-
fied, offer additional control over the phase-matching condition
through the lattice period.[274] Backfilling a biopolymer mold
with a nonlinear material offers the unique and compelling
possibility to create a 3D nonlinear photonic crystal at visible
wavelengths, which could, in turn open the door to, for ex-
ample, entangled photon generation[275] and on-chip all-optical
transistors.[254,276,277] Metamaterials with a near-zero effective di-
electric constant are well known to boost the nonlinear response
substantially.[278,279] A gyroid metamaterial without an added 𝜒 (2)

material has been shown to give rise to a significantly enhanced
and ultra-fast nonlinear response of the metal itself, attributed
to the linear transparency of the metamaterial.[280] While this
demonstrates the potential of 3D nano-structuring nonlinear ma-
terials, the effects still need to be fully understood. They are very
weak compared to what can be expected for wavelength scale
structures incorporating an intrinsically strong 𝜒 (2) material. In
the language of photonic crystals, a near-zero effective dielectric
constant corresponds to a flat photonic band found naturally at
a band edge of the linear photonic crystal structure, which trans-
lates an old idea into a 3D bulk system.[281] To fabricate an optical
3D nonlinear photonic crystal, a biopolymer scaffold can be infil-
trated using sol–gel chemistry with barium-titanate (Figure 5B),
which has been recently demonstrated to work well in combina-
tion with nanoimprinting.[254]

5.2. From DNA Origami to Self-Assembled Metamaterials

Since DNA origami has been proposed as a new bottom-
up fabrication technique in 2006, it has attracted vast at-

tention due to its programmable nature and the resulting
versatility of accessible nanoscale geometries.[282] The com-
bination of DNA origami with quantum emitters such as
fluorophores,[283] quantum dots,[284,285] or nanodiamonds[286]

provides unique control over their relative position with
nanometer precision. Even the exact stochiometry and
the orientation of dye molecules can be controlled with
DNA origami.[287,288] Concurrently, DNA origami has been
combined with plasmonic nanoparticles to efficiently boost a
fluorescence[289–291] or Raman[292,293] signal; more recently, this
has even enabled the creation of a directed single-molecule
emitter,[294] and room-temperature strong coupling of a single
molecule with a plasmonic nano-cavity.[295] Despite all these
promising developments, the potential of collective effects,
considering the interaction between chiral plasmonic elements,
has not received sufficient attention, while DNA origami seems
predestined[296,297] to create 3D collective plasmonic lattices with
a tailored optical response.[298,299] DNA origami has further been
employed to create a strong resonance-based circular dichroism
and optical activity.[300,301] While chiral bioinspired plasmon-
ics has generally attracted considerable attention in recent
years,[302–304] it has been mainly driven by manufacture and lin-
ear and non-linear optical characterization. The use of nanoplas-
monic design principles beyond plasmonic hotspots[305,306] and
the application of new theoretical concepts[96,307] is expected to
lead to new developments.

Despite DNA origami, there are other biopolymer routes to-
ward self-assembling complex (chiral) plasmonic metamaterials.
For example, a CNC-based Bouligand structure has been com-
bined with plasmonic nanorods to create a metamaterial with
chiral nematic order.[308] In another work, different inorganic
nanoparticles have been embedded into a chitin nanofiber
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scaffold to design a functional paper for biosensing
applications.[309] It is clear, however, that the potential of
embedding of quantum emitters or (anisotropic) plasmonic
nanoparticles in a natural biopolymer matrix have not yet been
fully exploited. As discussed in Section 4, biopolymers show var-
ious unique properties and stimuli responses while exhibiting
a relatively weak optical response. Combined with plasmonic
nanoparticles or quantum dots that exhibit a particularly strong
linear and nonlinear optical response, they can be employed
to create novel tunable optical platforms and sensing devices.
Finally, biopolymers can also promote the biocompatibility
of an inorganic device. Silk has, for example, been used to
fabricate biocompatible metasurfaces operating at THz[310] and
near-infrared[311] frequencies.

6. Conclusion and Future Challenges

In the previous sections, we presented naturally occurring pho-
tonic structures focusing on structures that cannot yet be artifi-
cially produced. We have discussed biomimetic, bio-templated,
and artificial biopolymer structures and identified gaps in ma-
terials and topologies. Furthermore, we discussed potential solu-
tions on how the diversity of structures and materials could be ex-
tended in the future. Last, we discussed responsive biopolymeric
photonic structures as well as hybrid biopolymer photonic struc-
tures.

In the following, we will summarize the future challenges in
biopolymer photonics and discuss potential approaches to how
the questions could be answered in the future.

6.1. Fundamental Challenges

6.1.1. Revealing and Copying Nature’s Ability of Photonic Crystal
Formation

Ghiradella already proposed that the complex photonic nanomor-
phologies form by self-assembly of lipid membranes more than
30 years ago based on detailed studies of the growth of wing scales
within butterfly pupae.[312,313] However, direct evidence that this
is the case is still missing and current research focused on in-
vestigating special model systems only.[26,56,314] In beetles, the
formation process is even less investigated than in butterflies.
The challenge is in exploring the formation process in vivo at
length scales of only a few hundred nm. Recent developments
have allowed an in vivo imaging of the development of a but-
terfly, yet with relatively simple scale structures with a resolu-
tion of a few micrometers.[102] Super-resolution microscopy tech-
niques further improve the resolution but are hindered by the
thick pupa surrounding the developing butterfly and rely on spe-
cific tagging of the involved biological components that are rou-
tinely only possible in sacrificed pupae.[101,315] In biology, further
research should be pursued on analyzing the lipid composition
solely in the wings and scales of butterflies and beetles to un-
derstand the building blocks that form these fantastic complex
structures better, in addition to genetic research. This will help
in engineering the photonic crystals from biological building
blocks.

6.1.2. Disordered Photonics

6.1.2.1. Theory:: Single scatterers on the order of wavelength
are understood and quantified through quasi-normal modes and
scattering cross sections, periodic materials through the photonic
band structure. But how do we understand the physics of disor-
dered ensembles of single scatterers and find design principles
to obtain a brilliant, matte, colored, white, or black photonic re-
sponse? Complementary viewpoints coming from either a band
structure[63] or a quasi-normal mode[96] point of view will help
to find answers to these questions. But ultimately, one will also
need to characterize the statistics of a random morphology,[85]

and might have to go beyond the fundamental non-trivial sta-
tistical moments or correlations. A statistical theory of the pho-
tonic field itself involving multiple random scattering events
of light pulses within the medium provides an additional il-
lustrative pathway to unravel the photonic structure–function
relationship.[62]

6.1.2.2. Bio-Templating for the Controlled Degree of Disorder::
Self-assembly of colloidal particles mediated by DNA provides
an ideal experimental testbed to study the effect of differ-
ent degrees of disorder on optical responses. Transferring the
technique from the infrared wavelength regime to the visible
wavelength range will therefore be extremely interesting and
could provide a platform to study the strong localization of
light.

6.1.3. Increasing Purity of Structural Color

Increasing the purity (monochromaticity) of the structural color
originating from artificial biopolymer photonic structures repre-
sents a central goal in future biophotonics research. The presence
of defects and inhomogeneities can indeed cause the backscatter-
ing of the light transmitted, and as a result, a whitish, opaque ap-
pearance is typically observed.[316] Nature has mitigated this prob-
lem by using broadband absorbing materials to reduce the inten-
sity of scattered light generally present in the form of melanin
or other dark pigments. Typical examples are the Steller’s jay
(Cyanocitta Stelleri) bird, whose feathers display bright blue and
black coloration due to a combination of disordered nanostruc-
tures and a basal melanin layer,[317] and the Pollia condensata fruit,
whose metallic blue coloration arises from an intricate composite
structure of layers in thick-walled cells and cell cores containing
dense brown tannin pigments.[123] In a similar way, absorbing
materials (e.g., carbon black, magnetite nanoparticles, etc.) need
to be incorporated into artificial biopolymeric photonic structures
to enhance their low contrast and, thus, the color appearance.
However, if not properly designed, such structures might suf-
fer from an overall reduced intensity of the reflected light since
all the wavelengths are absorbed. Possible strategies include the
fabrication of architectures where the broadband absorbers act
as a planar substrate for the photonic structures or core–shell
spherical assemblies in which the absorbing materials are placed
in the center. To reduce defects and heterogeneity in biopoly-
mer photonic devices, one strategy is to fabricate the structures
under confined conditions, for example, lyotropic liquid crystal
phases.[318,319]
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6.1.4. Photonic Crystals Beyond the Linear Regime

In the absence of 3D photonic crystal structures in the visible
wavelength range especially for sophisticated topologies, biologi-
cal templates from nature were used in the past, which have been
infiltrated with high refractive index dielectrics. This procedure
could be applied to plasmonic crystals, multiferroics, and nonlin-
ear photonic crystals for a proof-of-concept demonstration. The
developed infiltration methods can be used to infiltrate artificially
built templates in the future.

6.2. Chemistry and Nanofabrication Challenges

6.2.1. Unrealized Topologies

The diversity of naturally occurring photonic crystal structures,
especially in 3D, has not been adequately replicated in artificially
fabricated structures. While Bragg reflectors, inverse opals, chiral
nematic Bouligand structures, and photonic glasses have been
successfully produced, the fabrication of gyroid, diamond, or I-
WP-type networks, which are common in nature, remains elu-
sive. One promising strategy is the self-assembly of block copoly-
mers, which has demonstrated its ability to generate 3D networks
at sub-100 nm scales. However, scaling up the periodicity of block
copolymer networks to produce photonic crystals presents a syn-
thetic challenge due to the difficulty of synthesizing high molar
mass blocks with precise compositional control. Changing the
copolymer architecture from a linear to a bottlebrush structure
to address this challenge appears promising. Bottlebrush block
copolymers promise larger periodicities at accelerated ordering
kinetics, potentially reducing the lattice distortions observed dur-
ing solvent annealing of linear block copolymers. Given photonic
materials’ relatively large dimensions and features, top-down ap-
proaches are viable alternatives to fabrication from the bottom
up by self-assembly, especially 3D nano printing with two-step
absorption.[141]

6.2.2. Challenges in Biopolymer Chemistry

6.2.2.1. Synthesis Routes for Biopolymers:: Although chitin and
keratin are the most common components of naturally occurring
photonic crystal structures, they are hardly employed in artifi-
cial structures. Polymerized chitin is hydrophobic and is hard
to process. Nature circumvents this problem by using an enzy-
matic polymerization, starting from single acetyl glucosamine
units together with chitin-binding proteins. Developing an artifi-
cial polymerization route for chitin and keratin would be a mile-
stone in the fabrication of artificial biopolymer photonics. Fur-
ther challenges with regard to biopolymers are covered in a recent
review.[320]

6.2.2.2. Chitin Nanocrystals:: Similar to cellulose nanocrys-
tals, chitin nanocrystals represent an interesting class of natu-
rally derived materials to fabricate biomimetic photonic struc-
tures. ChCNs are highly crystalline and possess variable surface
chemistries depending on the source and method of extraction.
Assemblies of chitin nanocrystals can have chiroptical features
that, in theory, make them useful as either photonic platforms

or precursors to fabricate optically active helicoidal materials.[213]

However, to date, scarce evidence of structural coloration has
been reported from such structures. This is due to the experimen-
tal inability to access sub-micrometer helicoidal pitches and the
intrinsically low birefringence of crystalline chitin. However, a
recent study demonstrated that finely controlling the ChNC sus-
pension formulation and the extraction source structurally col-
ored chitin-based films with reflection tunable from blue to near-
infrared can be obtained.[321] As such, developing new strategies
to both extract homogenous ChNCs and control their assembly
is required.

6.2.2.3. Crosslinking of Biopolymers:: Crosslinking is a pow-
erful technique to increase the overall stability of biopolymers.
For example, chitosan-based structures suffer from partial re-
dissolution at lower pH, covalent crosslinking could help to fabri-
cate dynamic photonic materials that maintain mechanical stabil-
ity. Crosslinking sometimes leads to a color change of the biopoly-
mer. Identifying natural crosslinkers that maintain optical trans-
parency would be highly desirable.

6.2.2.4. High Refractive Index Biopolymers:: Integrating
biopolymer photonic pigments into food or cosmetic products
would require that they exhibit a significant band gap even in
water n = 1.34 at 500 nm.[322] Typical biopolymers have refractive
indices of around n ≈ 1.5. Increasing the background refractive
index from n = 1 for air to n = 1.34 for water significantly
decreases the refractive index contrast. This effectively reduces
the dielectric index contrast Δn/n and therefore the gap-midgap
ratio Δ𝜔/𝜔 (the bandgap opens in first-order perturbation from
a constant index for a multilayer[9], p.51]). Inspiration for this
goal can be drawn from nature. Water animals such as crustacea
as shrimps, cephalopods as squid, etc., can generate structural
coloration using biopolymers.[[323] Two examples of employed
biopolymers in water animals are guanine and isoxanthopterin.
The in-plane refractive index of guanine is n = 1.83, and that of
isoxanthopterin is n = 2.0,[176,324] and their respective syntheses
are known.[324,325] In nature, guanine crystals form intracellularly
in membrane-bound vesicles in specialized cells, so-called iri-
dophores or guanocytes.[324] However, guanine forms crystalline
platelets on the micrometer scale. One challenge would be
suppressing the crystallization process such that structures on
the hundreds of nm scale could be built. As the high refractive
index in guanine results from very closed-packed H-bonded
layers, it will be interesting to see whether squeezing guanine to
smaller length scales results in a different refractive index.[324]

6.2.3. Challenges and Opportunities of Responsive Biopolymer
Photonic Structures

Although several advancements have been recently achieved
in preparing biopolymer photonic structures with stimuli-
responsiveness, there are still several challenges limiting the
performances of current systems. These are partially related to
the material properties and the manufacturing techniques em-
ployed.

6.2.3.1. Extending the Diversity of Stimuli-Responsive Biopoly-
mers:: The first concern is associated with the limited palette
of biopolymers (i.e., cellulose nanocrystals, hydroxypropyl cellu-
lose, chitosan, and silk) that show an intrinsic response to ex-
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ternal stimuli and their mass production. However, biologically
derived materials offer a high degree of modification due to their
rich chemistry and can be fabricated and functionalized by nu-
merous methods. Thus, future advances in this area should focus
on improving the functionalities of polymer materials for fine-
tuning their photonic responses, and, in particular, achieving a
rapid dynamic response to multiple external stimuli may consti-
tute a benchmark that differentiates any photonic application to
be translated into commercialization.

6.2.3.2. Achieving Market Maturity for Biopolymer Responsive Hi-
erarchical Structures:: The second issue is that the artificial nat-
ural polymer-based hierarchical structures showing a dynamic
response are limited to the laboratory stage and need more scal-
ability to make them interesting for real-life applications. This is
because the current fabrication approaches could be more satis-
factory regarding costs, time consumption, reproducibility, and
spatial resolution. Patterning techniques require capital invest-
ments and sophisticated technologies that are often manageable
obstacles. Although they produce uniform photonic structures
under controlled conditions, their scalability must be clarified. In
contrast, bottom-up approaches applied to biopolymeric systems
are currently not controlled to limit variations between batches
and the influence of the many parameters affecting their final
structures. For example, the chiral nematic assemblies obtained
from CNCs often suffer limited reproducibility, even when large
volumes are used. Therefore, the purity of the accepted struc-
tural color could be more satisfactory, and broad reflection peaks
occur because of the poor homogeneity of structures. Future
research should then pay attention to developing novel, repro-
ducible extraction, and modification methods for biopolymers to
make the production of photonic structures interesting on a large
scale.

6.2.3.3. Optical and Material Characterization of Naturally De-
rived Polymers:: Finally, translating the natural motifs into artifi-
cial photonic materials requires a deep understanding of the ma-
terial’s optical properties and the corresponding structures’ pho-
tonic properties. Thus, modeling approaches to establish well-
defined structure–photonic property relationships in hierarchi-
cally organized natural photonic materials are required to de-
velop design principles for a new class of biophotonic materi-
als. These should also enable further optimization of the mate-
rials for auxiliary properties such as enhanced mechanical and
thermal properties. Indeed, the complexity of the processes re-
lated to the physical and chemical properties of the biopoly-
mers, such as molecular weight, nanocrystal aspect ratio, com-
plex cross-section, local twisting power, heterogeneous surface
chemistry, and blending components, hinders the understand-
ing of the complex photonic phenomena of organized biomateri-
als and corresponding composites.
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